
We understand that Edmentum programs are just one of many digital tools being leveraged in your 
school or district. That’s why we make it a priority to build partnerships with education technology 
providers for seamless data integration so that your teachers and students can spend more time 
teaching and learning.

Available Integrations (for select programs)  
Student Information System (SIS) Integrations:

■   Native API integrations with Genius and Maestro  ■  ClassLink

■  Google for Education      ■  Clever

■   Microsoft Office 365 

Learning Tools Interoperability® (LTI®) Integrations:

■   Blackboard        ■  Canvas

■  Moodle        ■  Schoology

■   Any LTI 1.1 or 1.2 certified LMS 

INTEGRATE 
Edmentum programs within  
your digital ecosystem

Flexibility You Want,  
Support You Need  
Edmentum provides the flexibility you 
need to integrate our programs with the 
other systems you already have in place. 
Our integration solutions include setup 
of testing and production accounts, an 
integration entry point with credentials, 
technical documentation and transition 
training, and ongoing support throughout 
the life of your account.



SIS Integrations to Automate User Management Tasks

Automatic data synchronization with your student information system (SIS) is an important 
component to ensuring a seamless implementation. Through our secure SIS integration 
partnerships with Clever and ClassLink, you can sync user records and other data like location 
changes and user activations. You can also automatically import and sync school, teacher, and 
student information.

Classroom Impact  

■   Automate time-consuming data entry and administration tasks 

■  Ensure accuracy of student data for consistent, meaningful record-keeping

■  Overcome login credential confusion with single sign-on (SSO)

■  Keep the classroom focused on teaching and learning

Use SIS Integration to Automate These Classroom Tasks

Create Users

Modify Users

Create Classes

Place Students  
into Classes
Move Students into 
Another Class
Move Students to a 
New Location

Tasks

Create New Users
Add user information (name, password, 
grade, email, etc.)

Roster Sections
Create classes based on schedule and 
enroll students

Update Existing Users
Set users to active/inactive and edit user 
information

Deactivate Existing Users
Users who leave district will be deactivated 
and users returning will be reactivated

Study
Island Courseware Assessments Exact

Path



LTI Compliance to Manage Courses and Content

The Learning Tools Interoperability® (LTI®) standard allows Edmentum content and courses to be 
easily shared with your learning management system (LMS). You can browse, create, run, and manage 
our solutions at an individual module level throughout your LMS, saving you valuable time and 
streamlining the experience for your students.

Classroom Impact  

■   Present Edmentum content with a familiar LMS experience for your students  

■  Provide students with a consistent, easy-to-navigate learning experience

■  Empower teachers to easily integrate Edmentum content into their own courses

■  Reflect student progress in Edmentum courses through your LMS

Leverage LTI to Access the Following Activities Within Your LMS

Content Type Status Grade/Date Return

Modules (a package containing a tutorial, 
mastery test, and sometimes application 

items)

Modules containing a tutorial and mastery 
test may be assigned within the host LMS 
as an assignment which returns a single 

pass/fail grade.

A percentage grade is provided for 
completed modules. Modules reflect the 

score of the mastery tests. The score will be 
from the most recent attempt. Mastery tests 
may be attempted multiple times following 

completion of the tutorial or a manual 
unlock by an educator.

Pretests

Pretests may be assigned as an assignment 
in the host LMS. Assessments may not be 
reset and must be reassigned in the host 

LMS in order to be retried. Exemptive 
functionality is not supported by the LTI 

standard.

A percentage grade is returned to the host 
LMS when complete, assuming the host 
LMS is configured to receive LTI grades.

Post Tests
Post Tests may be assigned as an 

assignment in the host LMS. Assessments 
may not be reset and must be reassigned in 

the host LMS in order to be retried.

A percentage grade is returned to the host 
LMS when complete, assuming the host 
LMS is configured to receive LTI grades.

End-of-Semester Tests

End-of-semester tests may be assigned 
as an assignment in the host LMS. 

Assessments may not be reset and must  
be reassigned in the host LMS in order  

to be retried.

A percentage grade is returned to the host 
LMS when complete, assuming the host 
LMS is configured to receive LTI grades.

Adaptive Assessment and Credit 
Recovery Functionality (such as 
exemptions and prescriptions) 

Credit recovery functionality, including 
exemptions, prescriptions, and Learning 

Path features are unavailable when utilizing 
the LTI standard.

The grade/date return category does not 
apply for this content.



Technical Experts, There for You

Our Technical Engineering and Services teams are committed to making sure that your 
implementation is set up for success. Our consultants have the knowledge to help you determine 
what kind of integration services your unique Edmentum implementation will benefit from and the 
expertise to make sure that the process goes smoothly. 

Flexibility You Want, Support You Need
Our team will facilitate a multistep project 
management process during the first several 
weeks of your implementation to ensure that your 
integration aligns with your district goals, meets the 
needs of your technical staff and administration, 
seamlessly integrates into the classroom experience, 
and helps your instructional staff focus on the 
students. We will walk with you through the 
early phases of integration, including planning, 
provisioning and setup, data management, and 
verification. 

Dedicated to Data Integrity
Edmentum is a proud member of the Project Unicorn 
Coalition, a first-of-its-kind initiative committed to the 
secure, controlled interchange of data within K–12 
education. Prioritizing seamless integrations between 
our programs and district data systems is key to this 
effort.

We work hard to make integrations between 
Edmentum programs and other technology as seamless 
as possible. It’s our goal to help educators and students 
keep their focus on teaching and learning.

— Jeremy Spivey
Edmentum Vice President of Customer Success



Recognizing Our Role in Your Digital Ecosystem for Education

At the classroom level, technology can be overwhelming. Zooming out to the district level, many 
districts are managing dozens (sometimes hundreds) of applications, systems, tools, and resources 
across grades, departments, classrooms, and buildings. At Edmentum, we recognize that our 
programs may play only a small role in this complex “digital ecosystem.” That’s why we work closely 
with schools and districts to seamlessly integrate our digital solutions and minimize time spent 
inputting student data to streamline the classroom experience—not disrupt the instructional day.
Here is how Edmentum visualizes the integrated digital ecosystem:

LEARNING RESOURCES
■   Digital Curriculum ■   Standards
■   Alignment  ■   Data
■    News & Announcements

GOOGLE APPS & MICROSOFT 
OFFICE 365 FOR EDUCATION
■   Collaboration ■  Storage
■   Assignments

THE DIGITAL 
ECOSYSTEM

PRODUCTION AND 
ASSESSMENT TOOLS
■   Digital Resources ■   Media
■   Assessment Tools ■   Data

LEARNING MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS (LMS)
■   Custom Content ■   Classes
■   Communication ■    Calendar
■   Gradebook  ■    Data

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
■   Schedule  ■   Records
■   Transportation ■    Grades
■   Enrollments  ■    Data
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Your Online Curriculum Partner

Edmentum is founded in innovation and committed to being a trusted partner to create successful 
student outcomes everywhere learning occurs. We can give you the resources and the expertise to 
leverage integrations that maximize the power of effective, interconnected learning solutions.

Success Stories
Discover the success that schools 
and districts achieve in partnering 
with Edmentum.

Videos
Visit our video library, and view clips 
of industry thought leaders, customer 
testimonials, and product overviews.

Webinars
Hear how online education is redefining 
the 21st century classroom.

Blog
Explore how technology is changing 
education.

White Papers and Efficacy
Dig through the data behind why our 
products work and how to use them 
more effectively.

Workshops
Take advantage of these free customer 
resources to learn how to get started 
and better utilize our products to 
implement a world-class program. 

www.edmentum.com/resources
We also provide a variety of resources on our website that can help you implement your solution.

Contact us today for more information.
www.edmentum.com – 800.447.5286

1. Analyze & Identify  
Integration Needs

Review current technology, 
discuss data needs, 
and determine goals

2. Determine Integration  
Timeline

Identify project team 
and clear steps for 

integration implementation

3. Set Up  
Integration

 Complete all testing and 
training to ensure 

integration meets needs

www.edmentum.com/resources
www.edmentum.com

